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**Index**

| NBANFL | Dataset of NBA and NFL |

**Description**

Dataset of NBA and NFL.

**Usage**

```r
NBANFL()
```

**Value**

List. It contains four data sets used in literature.

1. NBA: full ranking lists of NBA power ranking.
2. NBAPL: The partial lists of NBA power ranking.
3. NFLdata: all the ranking lists of NFL data.
4. NFLcov: covariates of NFL players.

**References**


**Examples**

```r
NBANFL()
```

---

**PAMA.B**

*This function implements Bayesian inference of PAMA model.*

**Description**

This function implements Bayesian inference of PAMA model.

**Usage**

```r
PAMA.B(datfile, nRe, iter = 1000, init = "EMM")
```
Arguments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Argument</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>datfile</td>
<td>A matrix or dataframe. This is the data where our algorithm will work on. Each column denotes a ranker's ranking. The data should be in entity-based format.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nRe</td>
<td>A number. Number of relevant entities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iter</td>
<td>A number. Number of iterations of MCMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>init</td>
<td>A string. This indicates which method is used to initiate the starting point of the aggregated ranking list. &quot;mean&quot; uses the sample mean. &quot;EMM&quot; uses the method from R package 'ExtMallows'.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Value

List. It contains Bayesian posterior samples of all the parameters and log-likelihood.

1. I.mat: posterior samples of I
2. phi.mat: posterior samples of phi
3. smlgamma.mat: posterior samples of gamma
4. l.mat: posterior samples of log-likelihood

Author(s)

Wanchuang Zhu, Yingkai Jiang, Jun S. Liu, Ke Deng

References


Examples

dat=t(PerMallows::rmm(10,1:20,0.5))
PAMA.B(dat,10,iter=10)
PAMA.B(dat,10,iter=1000)

Description

This function implements Bayesian inference of PAMA model with covariates.

Usage

PAMA.Cov(datfile, Covdatfile, nRe, iter = 1000, init = "EMM")
Arguments

datfile
A matrix or dataframe. This is the data where our algorithm will work on. Each column denotes a ranker’s ranking. The data should be in entity-based format.

Covdatfile
A matrix or dataframe. Each column denotes a covariate.

nRe
A number. Number of relevant entities

iter
A number. Number of iterations of MCMC. Defaulted as 1000.

init
A string. This indicates which method is used to initiate the starting point of the aggregated ranking list. "mean" uses the sample mean. "EMM" uses the method from R package 'ExtMallows'.

Details

The covariates are incorporated in the PAMA framework as indicators of group membership. That is, covariates are associated to group members via a logistic regression.

Value

List. It contains Bayesian posterior samples of all the parameters and log-likelihood.

1. I.mat: posterior samples of I
2. phi.mat: posterior samples of phi
3. smlgamma.mat: posterior samples of gamma
4. l.mat: posterior samples of log-likelihood.
5. theta.mat: posterior samples of coefficients of covariates.

Author(s)

Wanchuang Zhu, Yingkai Jiang, Jun S. Liu, Ke Deng

References


Examples

a=NBANFL()
PAMA.Cov(t(a$NFLdata),a$NFLcov,nRe=10,iter=10)
## Not run: PAMA.Cov(t(a$NFLdata),a$NFLcov,nRe=10,iter=1000)
This function implements Maximum Likelihood estimation of PAMA model.

Usage

PAMA.F(datfile, nRe, threshold, iter = 1000, init = "EMM")

Arguments

datfile A matrix or dataframe. This is the data where our algorithm will work on. Each row denotes a ranker’s ranking. The data should be in entity-based format.
nRe A number. Number of relevant entities.
threshold A number (positive). The stopping threshold in determining convergence of MLE. If the two consecutive iterations of log-likelihood is smaller than the threshold, then the convergence is satisfied.
iter A number. Number of iterations of MCMC.
init A string. This indicates which method is used to initiate the starting point of the aggregated ranking list. "mean" uses the sample mean. "EMM" uses the method from R package 'ExtMallows'.

Value

List. It contains MLE of all the parameters and log-likelihood. We use an iterative procedure to find the MLEs, so there are several values for each parameter until convergence.

1. I.mat: samples of I
2. phi.mat: samples of phi
3. smlgamma.mat: samples of gamma
4. l.mat: samples of log-likelihood

Author(s)
Wanchuang Zhu, Yingkai Jiang, Jun S. Liu, Ke Deng

References

Examples

a=NBAFL()
PAMA.F(a$NBA, nRe=10, threshold=0.1, iter=10)
This function implements Bayesian inference of PAMA model with partial lists.

Description

This function implements Bayesian inference of PAMA model with partial lists.

Usage

PAMA.PL(datfile, PLdatfile, nRe, iter = 1000, init = "EMM")

Arguments

datfile A matrix or dataframe. This is the data where our algorithm will work on. Each column denotes a ranker’s ranking. The data should be in entity-based format.
PLdatfile A matrix or dataframe. It contains all the partial lists. Each column denotes a partial list.
nRe A number. Number of relevant entities.
iter A number. Number of iterations of MCMC. Defaulted as 1000.
init A string. This indicates which method is used to initiate the starting point of the aggregated ranking list. "mean" uses the sample mean. "EMM" uses the method from R package ‘ExtMallows’.

Details

The partial lists are handle by Data Augmentation strategy.

Value

List. It contains Bayesian posterior samples of all the parameters and log-likelihood.

1. I.mat: posterior samples of I
2. phi.mat: posterior samples of phi
3. smlgamma.mat: posterior samples of gamma
4. l.mat: posterior samples of log-likelihood.

Author(s)

Wanchuang Zhu, Yingkai Jiang, Jun S. Liu, Ke Deng

References

PAMAlike

Examples

\[
a = \text{NBANFL()}
b = \text{NBAPL(a$NBA, a$NBAPL, nRe=10, iter=1)}
b = \text{NBAPL(a$NBA, a$NBAPL, nRe=10, iter=100)}
\]

PAMAlike

this function returns the log-likelihood of an observed ranking list given the parameters.

Description

this function returns the log-likelihood of an observed ranking list given the parameters.

Usage

PAMAlike(bsrkr, I, phi, smlgamma)

Arguments

bsrkr: It is a observed ranking list.
I: It is the true classification of entities. 0 denotes the corresponding entity is a background entity. The positive integer denotes the relative rankings of a relevant entity.
phi: It is a positive number. It is the common disperse parameter in Mallows model for all the rankers
smlgamma: A positive number. It is the quality parameter of the ranker. It is used to distinguish relative and background entities

Value

The lon-likelihood of barkr given I, phi and smlgamma

Examples

\[
\begin{align*}
dat &= \text{t(PerMallows::rmm(10, 1:20, 0.5))} 
I &= \text{c(1:10, rep(0,10))} 
like &= \text{PAMAlike(bsrkr=dat[,1], I=I, phi=0.2, smlgamma=1)}
\end{align*}
\]
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